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Turn out the lights, take a deep breath, and prepare yourself. Explore the depths of the immersive, atmospheric world of Kraven
Manor. Uncover its secrets, solve its mystical puzzles, and face the growing threat within.

Kraven Manor challenges you to explore an expansive manor and discover the mysteries that lurk in its dark corners. You have
the power to dynamically alter the layout of your environment by interacting with a miniature scale model of the manor, located

in its extravagant entryway.

Dynamically build the manor around you. Find miniature room models and carry them back to an increasingly elaborate scale
model of the manor. Adjusting the model causes rooms to move and appear in real space, awaiting your arrival.

Each new room exposes revelations into the troubling past of William Kraven. Face your fears and see if you have what it
takes...the doors of Kraven Manor await you.

Features

Experience a hauntingly beautiful first person atmosphere

Hear chilling symphonies and bumps in the night that will have you looking over your shoulder

Become the architect of Kraven Manor by constructing a scale model of the house

Prepare for tension, puzzles, and a mounting threat that avoids the cheap scare
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Beware a unique antagonist that pursues you relentlessly to the final moments

Find collectible secrets hidden within the Manor and obtain a very special ending

Play Nightmare Mode for a scarier challenge and a battery for your flashlight

Enjoy robust graphical settings and custom key binding options

Face your fears in 14 Languages
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Title: Kraven Manor
Genre: Action, Adventure, Free to Play, Indie
Developer:
Demon Wagon Studios
Publisher:
Demon Wagon Studios
Release Date: 26 Sep, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2, Windows Vista, or Windows 7

Processor: 2.0 GHz Single Core Processor, 1 Thread

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA 6200 / ATI Radeon 9600

DirectX: Version 9.0c

English,French,Italian,German,Czech,Dutch,Finnish,Portuguese,Romanian,Thai,Polish,Russian,Ukrainian
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Great horror game. If you expect a lot of jumpscares i am going to disappoint you. There are moments that Kraven Manor will
scare you and make you cry but these are few throughout the whole game. What makes this game an absolute must have in your
library is the dark and creepy atmosphere and the general feeling that there is someone, something behind you the whole time. A
very beautiful game with gorgeous graphics that will make you forget it's an indie one.
The mechanic that allows you to interact with miniature rooms in order to gain entrance to the same rooms in the manor is
innovative and brings a fresh breath to the genre.
Puzzles are not very hard to solve but neither too easy to think the game is failing. The only negative aspect of the game is the
fact that is short. It will take you 50 mins - 1 hour max to finish. The great ending though will make you forget about that very
fast. You should buy Kraven Manor if you are looking for a true horror experience.

If you enjoyed this review and found it helpful, then please consider following my curator page. Thank you!

http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/curator\/10128571-SquidofLuvPlays\/. Kraven Manor was developed by a team of thirteen
gradate students within a six month time frame. In some ways that fact is all too apparent, in other ways it's surprising just how
much was accomplished with so little.

A first-person horror set within the eponymous building, the game's unique hook is that the structure of the whole manor can be
changed dynamically. This is achieved by finding scale models of the individual rooms and setting them onto a board in the
main hall, the arrangement of which determines what can be accessed. It's a really clever idea that lends itself well to an exciting
scope of gameplay possibilities... or at least it could, it never really gets used to its full potential here. I think there were literally
about two or maybe three instances in the whole game where the positioning of the rooms actually mattered in any significant
way. Otherwise, the only thing it affected was the walking distance to the room you were heading to next.

I say "the whole game", there's isn't really all that much to it. There's maybe less than a dozen unique, relatively small areas to
explore, all of which can be seen in probably about an hour for most players. But at least most of that time will be eventful as
various set-pieces are triggered with regularity along the way, the vast majority of these being highly effective at unnerving the
player. This is largely thanks to the main threat to your survival in the manor, a life-sized bronze mannequin that appears both
lifeless and yet obsessive in its focus on your demise, made even more unsettling by its strange behaviour as it will only move
and attack when not being looked at directly, otherwise perfectly playing its role of inanimate object.

So it has a solid idea at is core, a suitably terrifying creature stalking your progress and is well designed with its creepy locations
and adequate visuals. But it's not without its issues. As I guess is to be expected given the nature of its birth, there are technical
hiccups and bugs, several of which forced me to reload my game on more than a few occasions (sometimes not triggering an
event necessary to progress, sometimes essential items couldn't be interacted with, and on a couple of instances closing the game
and spitting me back out to Steam). Loading can also take a while, though in fairness, that's most likely due to the fact the rooms
aren't in fixed locations, plus it only seems to load once at the start rather than room by room and is seamless thereafter.
Movement also feels somewhat sluggish and cumbersome, though whether this is by design to add to the fear, or a result of poor
programming is debatable.

Overall this ends up feeling like a very advanced prototype or proof of concept more than a fully-fledged game, and I really do
hope it's developed further by the team into a greater experience. Despite its flaws, it really does have so much going for it well
beyond a lot of other games in the genre made by more experienced people with more resources and hints at greater things to
come for the young talents. So, if you're a fan of horror and have the patience and tolerance to see past its blemishes, then I
think you'll be pleasantly surprised with Kraven Manor.. Let me start by saying this is a good game. Better than a vast majority
of the indie crap that's out there. The graphics are great, the game mechanics are sound, it's a game that had an obvious amount
of love invested in it. The reason I don't recommend this game is that it is terribly short experience with a threadbare story and
few real action pieces. The game isn't an experience in terror, like some would claim, but felt more like a teaser to a much
bigger game. I'd say this was more a $5 game than $10. Even so, if you've got money to burn and an hour to kill, go ahead and
give it a go.. This is a really well done, VERY short game with relatively little replay value... it would be a rental if such things
still existed. I would reccomend purchasing it on sale.

What it does, it does very well. The game is creepy, well orchestrated, has some neat lay-out mechanics, and gives a nice feeling
of unease throughout the story... the problem is that there just isn't much story. There's no intro or reason why you're in the
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manor in the first place... no investigation is mentioned, and the clues to the tale are scattered minimally throughout the game.

The antagonist is effectively creepy until you figure out the mechanic behind the attacks and how to stay safe... and at that point,
the game suddenly begins to feel like a rail haunted house ride. You're there to experience a mostly linear story, and you can do
it in relative safety. It just doesn't feel like it at first.

If I knew there would be more game added on to what's already here, I'd recommend it at full price. As is, its just really far too
short.. I Twitch streamed a blind run on this game and I was grateful to have others helping me get the idea at the beginning,
however once they pointed out the map elements to be collected and assembled it made a lot more sense, and I enjoyed the
game a lot. It's supposed to be fairly short (under 1hr) to play, but it's a great little game with some good mood setting and nice
scares. Worth considering.
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PROS:
Great atmosphere
Quite original (for a game that takes place in a haunted house)
Don\u2019t need to be into horror games to enjoy it
Fun to speed run\/replay
Great music
CONS:
Can be douchey at times
Stereotypical 2-second sprint
Has that one achievement that\u2019s much harder than the others
Is very short (around 1hr)
-----------------------------------------------------------
SPOILERS:
This is one of my favorite games just because of the two sequences at the end.(one being the seecret ending)
. For those considering buying this game, know that it is REALLY SHORT. If you're comfortable with purchasing a game you
can finish in around an hour for the listed price, go for it.
This is a good game. Fairly predictable, yet surprising in it's own ways. I enjoyed it.. The game has nice graphics, and you'll be
scared a few times. The mechanics of the antagonist are fairly sweet.
It's a good experience, rather short though. I'd really recommend getting it when it's on sale, especially if you enjoy horror
games.. To god damn short, took me an hour to complete, not that scary, maybe worth half the current price. Vote down as you
wish but its the truth, sadly.

I dont understand why or how people can write an essay of a review for it.. If you're looking for a challenging game, this is not
it. Encounters are very tense but quickly becomes easy to handle. It's worth a try if you enjoy making others play the game and
watch their reactions but other than that, there's not much to go back to after finishing the game.

Overall good game.
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